
SP211 Worksheet 41

17.4 Standing Sound Waves and Musical Acoustics

17.5 Interference in One Dimension

17.6 The Mathematics of Interference

----- Problem 1 ----- Flutes open at both ends satisfy the same kind of boundary conditions
as stringed instruments. The nut and bridge are nodes on guitar strings because the string at these
locations cannot move up and down. With an open end flute, there are locations very close to the
ends of the flute that work as pressure nodes.

A hocchiku is a Japanese end-blown flute crafted from a root section of bamboo.

• Estimate the fundamental frequency (1st harmonic) of a low pitched hocciku of length 2.8 shaku
(1 shaku = 30.3 cm). Assume that the acoustical length (distance between the end pressure
nodes) is 4% longer than the hocchiku’s physical length.

----- Problem 2 ----- Two waves travel down a long string. They are identical except for their
relative phase,

D1(x, t) = a sin(kx− ωt) D2(x, t) = a sin(kx− ωt+ φ)

• Show that these waves combine to form a traveling wave with an amplitude that depends on
the relative phase of the original waves.

• Carry out some checks that make sense intuitively. (There are a few values for φ for which you
know how it should come out. Document these cases.)

• Suppose the two original waves are offset by 1/4 of a cycle. What is the amplitude of their
superposition?

• Suppose our two waves are cancelling one another out completely (maximum destructive inter-
ference). For two speakers driving in phase with frequency f , what is the minimum separation
between the speakers that will accomplish this? (This is all 1D on the x-axis.)

Answers:

1. f_1 = 194 Hz

2. D(x,t) = [2*a*cos(phi/2)] * sin(k*x - omega*t + phi/2)

Notice that [2*a*cos(phi/2)] is the amplitude of the "combined waves" wave.

* checks: phi = 0 gives 2*a for the amplitude, phi = pi gives 0 .

* offset by 1/4 of a cycle gives an amplitude of sqrt(2)*a

* Speakers on the x-axis separated by a distance d = lambda/2 = (v_sound/f)/2


